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Interested in improving CS 5?
gold/green/black

• (1) creating new assignments and improving old ones:
  • image processing
  • sound analysis
  • adding robots to the new pyRobot (thanks, Obosa!)
  • web applications
  • comparative languages

• (2) adding to our submission and CS course site (thanks, Ben!)
  • auto-grading submissions
  • large web-based system

• (3) only prereq is CS 5
MyCS

NSF project to extend CS 5 into middle schools!
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NSF project to extend CS 5 into middle schools!

Interested in working with middle- and high- school teachers?

• (1) building on our Middle-years Computer Science (MyCS) curriculum:
  • creating/adapting activities
  • developing support applications (mostly on-line)

• (2) running our summer workshop for middle-school teachers
  • July 9-13, 2012
  • make CS captivating!
  • make an impact...

• (3) prereqs are CS 5 and loving CS...